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A B S T R A C T
The bidding process is one of the most important phases for system contractors. A successful bid implies
deﬁning and implementing attractive and realistic systems solutions that fulﬁll customer expectations.
An additional challenge arises with the increase in systems diversity resulting from growing
customization needs. As a result, for standard customizing offers, bidders ﬁnd good quality support
with conﬁguration software for assemble/make-to-order situations. But when requirements exceed the
standard offers, bidders need extended support to fulﬁll Engineering-to-Order requirements. In this
context, this article shows how conﬁguration knowledge models, which support conﬁguration in
assemble/make-to-order situations (AMTO), can be extended and used in engineer-to-order situations
(ETO). Modeling is achieved assuming that the conﬁguration problem is considered as a constraint
satisfaction problem. Six key requirements that differentiate ETO from AMTO are identiﬁed and modeling
extensions are proposed and discussed. An example illustrates all the contributions.
1. Introduction
A call for tenders is a procedure where a customer asks several
potential contractors (bidders) to make different commercial
offers for the development of a product or system [1,2]. It gives the
customer the opportunity to compare several offers and to choose
the best one in terms of price, performance and delivery date. After
the reception of an invitation to submit, the bidders start their
bidding process, which consists mainly of four activities: (i)
analysis of the bid opportunity, (ii) elaboration of the bid solution,
(iii) drawing up of the commercial bid and (iv) transmission of a bid
proposal [3,4]. The contribution presented in this paper adopts the
bidder’s point of view and aims to support and improve the
elaboration of the bid solution using a knowledge-based system.
Like Krömker et al. [5] and Yan et al. [6], we consider that a bid
solution is composed of a technical part (bill of material drawing
together sub-systems and components) and a delivery process
(composed of key required activities and resources). But in this
paper, we voluntarily restrict our proposal to the technical part, as
it is more sensitive to customer requirements than the delivery
process. Indeed, a non-standard requirement, such as a new
feature, leading to a non-standard solution, mainly impacts the
technical part of the bid. The delivery process is less impacted, as
the set of required activities is assumed to be the same whatever
the technical solution; we argue that only activity durations and
key resources can be different between a standard solution and a
non-standard one. The delivery process is thus not considered in
this article.
Depending on the system diversity and the customer’s
requirements, two kinds of industrial situations can be identiﬁed
when elaborating the technical part or solution for the bid [7–9].
The ﬁrst situation is Conﬁgure-To-Order (CTO) which is intrinsi-
cally linked to Assemble-To-Order (ATO) and Make-To-Order
(MTO) situations. The second situation is the Engineer-To-Order
(ETO) situation. CTO refers to technical solutions (product or
system) that have already been studied in detail and that are based
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on some predeﬁned customer requirements. Most of the time in
such cases, the technical solutions result from the assembly of
standard sub-systems and components (ATO and MTO situations)
that have been entirely deﬁned and fully characterized [10]. In this
situation, many practitioners use conﬁguration software as a
support for the elaboration of the technical part [11]. Conﬁguration
software is a knowledge-based system that, given a kind of generic
model of the technical solutions, allows the bidder to instantiate or
customize a speciﬁc solution according to the customer’s require-
ments [12,13,10]. Conﬁguration systems allow reliable and
trustworthy technical solutions to be deﬁned. But as a conse-
quence, and even more so in a bidding context, the customer’s
requirements must be fulﬁlled only with these standard sub-
systems and relevant assemblies as a standard offer.
When customer requirements cannot be fulﬁlled by this kind of
standard offer, novel or adapted technical solutions need to be
totally or partially deﬁned, which leads to Engineering-To-Order
(ETO) situations [14]. Some companies or software providers speak
of “light” ETO, when standard solutions almost completely cover
the requirements and just need small adaptations, or “heavy” ETO,
when all standard solutions must be adapted and new ones
entirely deﬁned. For any ETO situation, the bidders may adopt two
different approaches for technical solution elaboration. The ﬁrst is
to perform a fully detailed design, which implies studying in detail
all the sub-systems, components and interfaces that may be a part
of a technical solution. With this approach, the characteristics of
the technical solution to the bid are very accurate and certain, but
the resources, time and effort involved are considerable [15,16]. In
contrast, the second approach is to perform a pre-design of the
technical solutions of the bid. Only the main decompositions,
characteristics or working principles for the technical solutions are
deﬁned and estimated [17]. The main advantage of this approach is
that it reduces the consumption of resources, time and effort when
elaborating the technical solutions. However, in contrast to the ﬁrst
approach, the estimation of these technical solutions is more
imprecise and uncertain due to the lack of precise and complete
knowledge [18,16].
Given the two previous CTO and ETO situations, our concerns
are:
(i) to consider ETO situations with a view to accepting some non-
standard customer requirements,
(ii) to adopt a pre-design approach in order to reduce bidder
workload,
(iii) to support and improve the elaboration of the technical
solution with adapted conﬁguration techniques dedicated to
CTO.
In this perspective, the goal of this article is to deﬁne a generic
knowledge-based model for the elaboration of technical solutions
for bids in both CTO and ETO situations. Considering as a basis a
generic conﬁguration model relevant to CTO, the key contribution of
this paper is to show how this generic model can be extended
towards ETO situations thanks to various modeling proposals. The
modeling extensions rely on identifying the set of non-standard
requirements that are acceptable from the bidding company’s point
of view. Once this identiﬁcation is made and validated, the generic
conﬁguration model is updated with the relevant ETO knowledge. In
line with many authors, see Vareilles et al. [19] and Felfernig et al.
[10], we consider the conﬁguration problem as a constraint
satisfaction problem (CSP) and use this framework for modeling.
We need to point out that our proposals are not only dedicated to the
bidding process and can be used in other design activities as well.
Although this problem is quite common in design activities, the need
to take into account non-standard but acceptable requirements is
much more critical in the bidding process. Bidding companies have
to answercalls for tenders more and morequickly withsolutions that
ﬁt the customer’s requirements (due date, technical solution, cost,
etc.), even if these requirements are near the limits of their technical
solution catalogs. A real effort has to be made upstream to determine
what technical solutions a company is able to produce to minimize
the pre-design time while bidding and maximize the conﬁdence of a
company in the execution of its commitments in case of success [9].
In practice, the implications of the contribution of this article
are threefold:
(i) In general, for users of knowledge-based conﬁguration
software, it enables them to use, with minor adaptations,
conventional conﬁguration software dedicated to CTO (or
AMTO) for both AMTO and ETO industrial situations.
(ii) In the particular case of the bidding process, it enables the
contractors (bidders): (a) to consider more bid opportunities
and thus increase their business volume, (b) to limit the loss of
resources, time and effort, especially in cases where their
commercial offers are not accepted by the customers.
(iii) At the operational level, the person in charge of the offer
deﬁnition is now allowed some leeway in respect of the
standard, whilst remaining within the rigor of conﬁguration
software.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
knowledge-based conﬁguration background, constraint program-
ming and generic modeling issues relevant to CTO are presented. In
Section 3, six requirements and relevant extensions of the CTO
generic model towards ETO are proposed and illustrated. In
Section 4, a synthesis of our proposals is made, leading to
discussions and future research. Throughout the paper an example
dealing with a crane system conﬁguration problem illustrates the
proposals. In the ﬁnal version, a link to a conﬁguration website will
be provided in order to show the propositions’ interests.
2. Conﬁguration background and ETO issues
In this section, deﬁnition elements relevant to the conﬁguration
problem for CTO technical systems are recalled. Secondly, the
Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) approach used to formalize
it is presented and explained. Finally, the illustrative example is
introduced and modeled as a CSP.
2.1. Product and system conﬁguration
One of the ﬁrst deﬁnitions of conﬁguration activity was
provided by Mittal and Frayman [20], who described conﬁguration
activity as “a special type of design activity, with the key feature
that the artifact being designed is assembled from a set of pre-
deﬁned components that can only be connected together in certain
ways”. The authors also consider that a component is characterized
by a set of properties and ports for connecting it to other
components. This deﬁnition has been adopted and discussed by
many authors, especially, Soininen et al. [21], Sabin and Weigel
[12], Aldanondo and Vareilles [22], Yang and Dong [23] and
Felfernig et al. [10].
From previous conﬁguration problem deﬁnitions, we consider
the following one with the key elements summarized as follows:
! Hypothesis: a product is considered as a set of components
! Given:
(1) a generic architecture of the product that describes a family
of products,
(2) a ﬁxed set of component groups that are always present in
any product,
(3) a ﬁxed set of component groups that are optional,
(4) a ﬁxed set of properties that characterize either a component
or a product,
(5) a set of constraints that restrict possible combinations of
components and/or property values,
(6) a set of customer requirements, where a requirement
corresponds the selection of a component or a property value.
! Objectives: The conﬁguration of a product consists in ﬁnding at
least one set of components that satisﬁes all the constraints and
the customer requirements.
An adaptation of this problem, deﬁned for a CTO product in the
context of a CTO technical systems conﬁguration problem, can be
performed by substituting “product” and “component” with,
respectively, “technical system” and “sub-system” in the above
deﬁnition. With regard to this adapted problem deﬁnition, one can
develop a CTO technical systems conﬁguration model, which makes
it possible to conﬁgure technical systems composed of a set of sub-
systems, considering one level of decomposition (system/sub-
systems). This single abstraction level hypothesis is usually sufﬁcient
if we are considering a pre-design context for bidders. However, as
already noticedby Mittal and Frayman [20],Aldanondoet al. [24] and
Felfernig et al. [10], neither non-standard sub-systems nor non-
standard integrations between sub-systems can be identiﬁed or
selectedto conﬁgureanon-standard technical system. Conﬁguration
problem hypotheses require staying inside the deﬁnition of the
standard solution set or standard solution catalog.
Therefore, ETO technical system conﬁguration cannot be directly
supported by a conﬁguration model in line with previous CTO
hypotheses and deﬁnitions. Consequently, these conﬁguration
deﬁnitions and hypotheses, as well as the generic models, have to
be adapted to cope with ETO situations. As far as we know, there is no
scientiﬁc work dealing with this objective. Although many studies
have been made in the ﬁeld of CTO knowledge modeling – see for
example: [21,25] or [22] – much fewer concern ETO knowledge.
However: [26,14,27,28] or [29] can be consulted. While each of these
papers is relevant to knowledge modeling, they concern mainly
either CTO knowledge or ETO knowledge and do not attempt to
bridge the gap between these two modeling contexts. In this article,
we extend the CTO technical systems conﬁguration model towards
ETO in order to be able to consider non-standard but acceptable
customer requirements. These adaptations are the core contribu-
tions given in Section 3. In the following, the Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (CSP) framework used to model the conﬁguration problem
is recalled and illustrated with the crane example.
2.2. Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP)
Within a CSP framework, a problem is deﬁned as a set of
constraints (C), which state relations between the problem’s
variables (V), where each variable (vi e V) can take a value only in a
ﬁnite domain (Di) [30]. Referring to the CSP deﬁnition above, Sabin
and Sabin and Weigel [12], Soininen et al. [21] and others (see [10])
have shown that the product conﬁguration problem deﬁned in
Section 2.1 can be modeled with this CSP framework.
We consider the same for systems as follow. Each sub-system
group and each property is associated with a variable. A speciﬁc
sub-system solution of a sub-system group or a speciﬁc value of a
property corresponds to one value in the domain of the
corresponding variable. The constraints represent the allowed
combinations of sub-systems and/or property values. In order to be
able to model optional sub-systems, Dynamic or conditional CSP
(DCSP), introduced by Mittal and Falkenhainer [31], can be used.
Within the DCSP framework, the notions of active/inactive variables
and active/inactive constraints are added to the CSP framework.
Variables and constraints are partitioned into initially active and
initially inactive sets. Referring to the conﬁguration problem of
Section 2.1, the sub-systems groups that are always present in a
conﬁgurable system are associated with the initially active
variables whereas the optional sub-systems groups are associated
with the initially inactive ones. The activation of inactive variables
or constraints is performed using activity constraints that can add
to the current problem the variables and constraints that were not
initially active. Constraints can also be used to link sub-systems to
some indicators, e.g. performance, cost, readiness or conﬁdence, as
shown in [32,33]. This assessment issue will not be considered in
this article.
In this article, we use the CSP framework to extend the CTO
generic model towards ETO. In Section 3, the main issues dealing
with CTO and ETO are discussed and the relevant extensions are
shown and illustrated on a simple example.
2.3. Illustrative example: a crane system
As an illustrative example, we consider a very simple crane
system composed of only two sub-systems that are always present
in any conﬁguration (Tower and Jib) and an optional sub-system
(Operator basket). This example is inspired by real situations. In
the interest of clarity and understanding, we have voluntarily
simpliﬁed the real-life situations in the rest of the paper.
2.3.1. Crane model
At the sub-system level, as the conﬁguration model structure is
similar for all the sub-systems, only the model relevant to the jib is
detailed in Fig. 1. The Jib sub-system is characterized by two
properties associated with two variables: (i) length of the jib
(noted Length, with two possible values “4” or “8” meters) and (ii)
stiffness of the jib (noted Stiffness, with two possible values, “low”
for low-stiffness or “strong” for strong-stiffness). A sub-system
Fig. 1. Generic CTO conﬁguration model of the jib sub-system.
group variable noted Jib_Sol (with two possible values “Ji_So_1”
and “Ji_So_2”) identiﬁes jib technical solutions. The constraint cc1
allows two possible combinations of the length and the stiffness of
the jib and indicates the corresponding jib sub-system solution.
According to cc1, neither an “8 m low stiffness jib” nor a “4 m
strong stiffness jib” are allowed by the standard.
At the system level, the integration of the sub-systems has to be
taken into account, as shown in Fig. 2.
The conﬁguration model shows ﬁve variables:
(1) three variables associated with the three sub-systems:
The two sub-systems that are always present in any solution:
Jib_Sol, with two possible solutions “Ji_So_1” and “Ji_So_2”, corresponding
to the sub-system group for the Jib,
Tower_Sol, with two possible solutions “To_So_1” and “To_So_2”,
corresponding to the sub-system group for the Tower.
The subsystem that is optional:
Basket_Sol, with two possible basket solutions, small “Ba_So_1” and large
“Ba_So_2”, corresponding to the sub-system group for the Basket.
(2) one variable associated with the system property that characterizes if the
optional sub-system is present:
Basket_Exist, with two possible solutions “yes” and “no”,
(3) one variable associated with the system:
Crane_Sol, with three possible values “Cr_So_1” to “Cr_So_3”,
corresponding to the ﬁnal Crane system,
Three constraints, two of compatibility and one of activation,
link these sub-system groups, property and system, together in
order to describe the family of systems proposed in the standard:
(1) the compatibility constraint cs1 describes the possible combination of a jib
and a tower with possible relevant crane solutions:
“Ji_So_1” and “To_So_1” are compatible with “Cr_So_1”, while “Ji_So_2”
and “To_So_2” are compatible with “Cr_So_2” and “Cr_So_3” (which only
differ by the presence of the sub-system basket).
(2) The compatibility constraint cs2 links the variable Crane_sol with the
property Basket_exist. Cs2 allows selection of the appropriate crane technical
solution.
“Cr_So_1” and “Cr_So_2” are not compatible with a basket, while “Cr_So_3”
is.
(3) The activation constraint as1 enables control of the existence of the optional
sub-system group basket, Basket_Sol, according to the property value of
Basket_Exist.
2.3.2. CTO illustrative scenario
As an illustrative scenario of the conﬁguration, let us consider
the following customer requirements: “We need a heavy capacity
jib-crane with a large operator basket.” This requirement is
translated into the following inputs “A crane with a strong stiffness
jib and a large operator basket”:
Input 1: stiffness of the jib equals strong is chosen
) Stiffness = “strong”
As the Stiffness variable has been reduced, the constraints cc1
and cs1 are ﬁltered. Cc1 implies that (1) the length equals 8
(length = “8”) and (2) that the jib solution equals Jib_Sol_2
(Jib_Sol = “Ji_So_2”). Cs1 implies that the tower solution equals
To_So_2 (Tower_Sol = “To_So_2”) and therefore that the crane
solution is either Cr_So_2 or Cr_So_3 (Crane_Sol = “Cr_So_2” or
Cr_So_3”).
Input 2: the value yes for the optional sub-system basket is chosen
) Basket_Exist = “yes”
As this variable has been valuated, the activity constraint as1
activates the sub-system group relative to the sub-system basket
(Basket_sol) and the constraint cs2 is ﬁltered. Cs2 implies that the
crane solution equals Cr_So_3 (Crane_Sol = “Cr_So_3”).
Input
3:
the value Ba_So_2 for the optional basket is chosen as it corresponds to a
large one
) Basket_Sol = “Ba_So_2”
Once this variable has been valuated, nothing else can happen
and the conﬁguration process is over. As a result the CTO technical
solution proposed to the customer corresponds to Cr_So_3 and
gathers the three sub-systems: Ji_So_2, To_So_2 and Ba_So_2. For
sake of clarity, the optional standard sub-system (Operator basket)
is omitted in the rest of the paper.
2.4. Synthesis
In this section, Conﬁguration-To-Order basics have been
recalled and the constraint modeling framework used to model
the problem has been presented and illustrated with an example.
Finally, some issues that differentiate Engineering-To-Order
requirements from conﬁgure-to-order requirements have been
introduced. The next section details these differences and proposes
modeling extensions.
Fig. 2. Generic CTO conﬁguration model of the crane system.
3. Proposals: ETO conﬁguration problem and model updates
In this section, we ﬁrst present and discuss the main issues
dealing with CTO and ETO assembling. We propose and illustrate
six constraint-based modeling extensions in order to handle ETO
situations with conﬁguration techniques.
3.1. Main issues in CTO and ETO gathering
In the following sub-sections, we ﬁrst identify, deﬁne and
illustrate six key required extensions to bridge CTO and ETO. We
then discuss them and deduce some consequences dealing with
conﬁguration knowledge management for ETO situations. We
ﬁnally propose some deﬁnition elements for CTO-ETO conﬁgura-
tion.
3.1.1. CTO – ETO differences: six key requirements
The study of various Engineering-To-Order (ETO) industrial
situations and many discussions with conﬁguration practitioners
of the conﬁguration community have led us to identify and
propose six cases that bridge the gap between CTO and ETO generic
modeling. Each of these cases corresponds to real situations that
any bidding company may face. For each of them, a speciﬁc kind of
customer requirement cannot be fulﬁlled by standard sub-systems
and CTO system modeling. Two types of cases are considered:
those that are relevant to sub-system properties (cases from 1 to 3)
and those that are relevant to sub-systems themselves (cases from
4 to 6). We want to warn the reader that these two types of cases
have common roots which induce similarities. We could have
proposed more abstract requirement deﬁnitions with more
abstract modeling extensions. But this would have required
abstract deﬁnitions and extensions plus instantiations for both
property and sub-system levels. We choose to promote easy
understanding, even if it may be a little longer, rather than
genericity that could be much harder to follow. We therefore keep
the six requirements that are shown in Fig. 3. All of them are shown
in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 that depicts the six cases, the highest horizontal
ﬂow shows CTO conﬁguration that respects all the standard
deﬁnitions from left to right: (i) standard property values, (ii)
standard property value combinations (arrow that identiﬁes sub-
system solution), (iii) standard sub-system solutions, (iv) standard
sub-system solution integrations (arrow that identiﬁes system
solution) and (v) standard system solutions. Lowest level ﬂows and
associated arrows situate the six ETO non-standard cases that
require extensions. These six cases are deﬁned as follows:
! Case 1: non-standard combination of standard property
values that leads to a non-standard sub-system solution. In
this ﬁrst case, in order to fulﬁll the customer’s requirements, the
values of at least two standard properties, which were previously
incompatible, have to be chosen simultaneously. For instance, in
the crane example, if we consider the sub-system jib presented
in Fig. 1, such a requirement could be “A 4 meters strong stiffness
jib is required”, which is not possible with the current model.
! Case 2: non-standard property values that lead to a non-
standard sub-system solution. In this second case, the
customer requires a property value which is outside the standard
values. For instance, in the crane example, if we consider the sub-
system jib presented in Fig. 1, such a requirement could be “A 6 m
low stiffness jib is required.”, while the value “6” is outside the
standard length property values and not present in the current
model.
! Case 3: non-standard property that leads to a non-standard
sub-system solution. In this third case, the customer requires a
new property which does not belong to the standard. For
instance, in the crane example, if we again consider the sub-
system jib presented in Fig.1, such a requirement could be “A 4 m
low stiffness jib with a U-shape section is required”. The new and
non-standard property “section shape”, undeﬁned in the current
model, needs to be added to the conﬁgured system with its value
“U-shape”.
! Case 4: non-standard integration of standard sub-system
solutions that leads to a non-standard system solution. In this
fourth case, the customer’s requirements lead to the need to
integrate standard sub-system solutions which have never yet
been integrated together. For instance, in the crane example, if
we consider the sub-systems Jib and Tower as presented in Fig. 2,
such a requirement could correspond to the need to integrate a
Jib “Ji_So_1” and a tower “To_So_2”, which is not possible with
the current model.
! Case 5: non-standard integration of standard and non-
standard sub-system solutions that leads to a non-standard
system solution. In this ﬁfth case, very close to case 4, the
customer’s requirements lead to the need to integrate standard
sub-system solutions with non-standard ones (resulting from
cases 1, 2, 3). For instance, in the crane example, if we consider
the sub-systems Jib and Tower as presented in Fig. 2, such a
requirement could lead to the need to integrate a non-standard
Jib, corresponding to the following requirement: “A 4 m strong
stiffness jib is required.”, and a standard tower “To_So_2”, which
is not possible with the current model.
! Case 6: non-standard sub-system that leads to a non-standard
system solution. In this sixth case, the customer’s requirements
lead to the need for a new sub-system which does not belong to
the standard sub-systems catalog. Consequently, it must be
designed or bought and then integrated. For instance, in the
crane example, such a requirement could be “A rotation stop
control sub-system that allows maximum angle+/# 10$ is
required”, with the new non-standard sub-system “rotation
stop” undeﬁned in the current model.
Fig. 3. Summary of the six ETO cases.
3.1.2. Discussion of requirements and knowledge modeling
consequences
For each of these cases, the bidding company has never before
carried out the engineering work that would enable him to
propose a non-standard solution to the customer. This does not
mean that such sub-systems could not be developed, produced
and integrated with these characteristics. It simply means that at
the time when the standard solution set or catalog was deﬁned,
these combinations of properties or sub-systems were not
studied. Most of the time, this is because it was thought that
the standard catalog represents the vast majority of the
customers’ requirements. As customers need and want increas-
ingly personalized products, many companies more and more
frequently have to propose non-standard or out-of-range system
solutions in order to fulﬁll non-standard requirements. Of course,
a bidding company cannot simply accept any requirement, so
each one has to decide which non-standard requirement is
acceptable. This induces a three-level requirement characteriza-
tion scale: standard, non-standard acceptable and non-standard
non-acceptable.
In the introduction, we spoke of “light” versus “heavy” ETO.
With the proposed cases, we can slightly reﬁne “heavy ETO”
characterization as: (i) Case 3 “ETO heavier” than Case 2 “ETO
heavier” than Case 1 and (ii) Case 6 “ETO heavier” than Case 5 “ETO
heavier” than Case 4. Furthermore, the six previous cases can of
course be combined in many ways, enforcing the “heavy” ETO
characterization.
As this problem is increasingly encountered in the bidding
process and refers to ETO situations, our goal is to extend CTO
constraint conﬁguration models towards ETO in order to be able to
consider the six previous cases as non-standard but acceptable
customer’s requirements.
Before modeling proposals, an important and critical issue
dealing with knowledge modeling and coding in conﬁguration for
CTO and ETO situations must be discussed and clariﬁed.
In Conﬁgure-To-Order  situations, the product knowledge
necessary  for the conﬁguration software set-up is deﬁned by an
expert team that usually includes experienced people from the
sales, manufacture, and design departments. Generally speak-
ing, these expert teams talk and reach a compromise about a
standard offer deﬁning what can be designed, manufactured and
put on the market. Then the conﬁguration software is set-up
according to this standard offer and the bidder must respect this
standard.
In Engineer-To-Order situations, a standard  offer is always
present, but these expert teams must also decide on the non-
standard but acceptable requirements. This means, with respect
to previous cases, deciding which of the following non-standard
aspects can be accepted: (i) combination of standard property
values, (ii) property values (iii) property, (iv) integration of
standard sub-system solutions, (v) integration of standard and
non-standard sub-system solutions and (vi) sub-system. The
examples that illustrate each extension will assume that the
non-standard but acceptable requirements are those that
illustrate the case description of Section 2.4. Furthermore,
when such non-standard requirements are considered, we
assume that it is the responsibility of the bidding company
expert team to consider their feasibility, i.e. their ability to be
developed technically and economically [34]. It is important to
note that (1) it is not always easy to identify which potentially
non-standard requirements may be required by customers or to
know how to evaluate their feasibility a priori and (2) the
evaluation of this feasibility relies on the skills and expertise of the
expert team and its own subjective point of view. This means that
the knowledge set up in the conﬁguration software will not
contain any constraint that can affect non-standard bidder choice.
For example, when conﬁguring a jib sub-system, if a non-standard
but acceptable requirement means that a new property (case 3)
can be added, the bidder can add whatever (s)he wants as a
property. (S)he can add “section shape” but also “color” or
whatever other property is deemed necessary. Once the system is
conﬁgured with all these non-standard speciﬁcities, if the
customer accepts the offer, all the relevant engineering activities
must be achieved in order to deﬁne, manufacture and assemble
the non-standard system solution. Then if this new system
solution provides satisfaction to both customer and bidder, the
knowledge relevant to this non-standard solution will be input
into the conﬁguration and, as a result, this non-standard
description will become a standard one.
3.1.3. Towards a deﬁnition of the CTO-ETO Conﬁguration Problem
Deﬁnition elements for CTO-ETO system conﬁguration prob-
lems, which highlight the notion of standard and non-standard
speciﬁcities, can now be derived from the product and system
deﬁnition of Section 2.1 as follow.
! Hypothesis: a technical system is considered as a set of sub-
systems
! Given:
(1) a generic architecture that represent a family of standard
technical systems
(2) a ﬁxed set of standard sub-system groups that are always
present in any technical system,
(3) a ﬁxed set of standard sub-system groups that are optional in
technical systems,
(4) a ﬁxed set of standard properties that characterizes either a
standard system or a standard sub-system,
(5) a set of constraints that restrict possible combinations of
standard sub-systems and/or standard property values,
(6) a set of customer requirements, where a requirement
corresponds to a selection of a sub-system or a property
value.
! Given additional features that will lead to the ETO system
solutions:
non-standard combination of standard property values,
non-standard property values,
non-standard properties,
non-standard integration of standard sub-system solutions,
non-standard integration of standard and non-standard sub-
system solutions,
non-standard sub-system.
! Objectives: The conﬁguration of a technical system consists in
ﬁnding at least one set of sub-systems (standard or non-
standard) that satisﬁes all the constraints and the customer’s
requirements.
3.2. Extension of CTO conﬁguration model towards ETO
In this section, we present constraint-based modeling
extensions that fulﬁll the previous deﬁnition of a CTO-ETO
conﬁguration problem. Each of the six previously identiﬁed ETO
cases is considered separately. For each one, ﬁrst the extension of
the knowledge-based model is described; secondly, the impacts
on the constraint-based model are presented and illustrated
using the crane example. A ﬁrst sub-section deals with the
requirements relevant to the sub-system properties and a second
sub-section addresses those relevant to the sub-systems them-
selves.
3.2.1. Standard and Non-standard Properties leading to Non-standard
Sub-systems
Case 1: Non-standard combinations of standard property
values.
Model extension.
In order to allow some combinations of standard property
values which were not permitted by the standard offer, we need to
broaden the model by linking non-standard combinations of
standard property values to a sub-system group. In terms of sub-
system deductions, these non-standard value combinations are
only compatible with a non-standard sub-system solution.
Therefore, the constraint-model extensions consist in adding
two elements:
(i) a non-standard sub-system value in the domain of the variable
sub-system,
(ii) as many non-standard constraint tuples as needed to link the
non-standard combinations of standard property values to the
new non-standard sub-system value.
Crane example.
The conﬁguration model presented in Fig. 4 below depicts an
example of the addition of one non-standard acceptable combina-
tion of two standard property values. This conﬁguration model is
derived from the generic CTO jib conﬁguration model presented in
Fig.1. In this case, the non-standard acceptable requirement “A 4 m
strong stiffness jib is required” needs to be taken into account. In
order to do so:
(i) the non-standard jib sub-system solution noted “Ji_So_NS_AC”
is added to the domain of the variable Jib_Sol.
(ii) this new value is linked to the non-standard acceptable
combination (4 m, strong) as shown in Fig. 4. See line N$3 of
constraint cc1.
The term “Ji_So_NS_AC” is used to enable the bidders to know
that this sub-system Jib solution is Non-Standard (NS) and results
from a non-standard Acceptable Combination of standard property
values (AC). Referring to case 1 mentioned in sub-Section 2.4, this
modiﬁcation allows a crane with a 4-m jib with a strong stiffness to
now be conﬁgured.
Case 2: Non-standard property values.
Model extension.
In order to deﬁne sub-system solutions with characteristics that
exceed the domain of the standard property values, non-standard
property values can be added to the domains of the properties.
These non-standard values correspond to “non-standard accept-
able” requirements. In terms of sub-system solution deductions,
these non-standard values are only compatible with a non-
standard sub-system solution.
Therefore, the constraint-model extensions consist in adding
three elements:
(i) non-standard values to the domain of some standard
properties,
(ii) a non-standard sub-system solution,
(iii) constraint tuples that link the non-standard property values
and the non-standard sub-system solution.
Crane example.
The conﬁguration model presented in Fig. 5 below depicts an
example of addition of non-standard numerical property values to
the domain of a standard property. This conﬁguration model is
derived from the generic CTO jib conﬁguration model presented in
Fig. 1. The difference is that non-standard property values (any
value between “4” and “8” meters) are added to the domain of the
length of the jib (see “]4,8[m” in Fig. 5). All other values outside
[4,8] are not acceptable requirements. In order to do so:
(i) the non-standard values “]4,8[m“ are added to the domain of
the property jib length as non-standard acceptable require-
ments,
(ii) the non-standard sub-system solution, “Ji_So_NS_AV”, is
added in the domain of the sub-system group Jib,
(iii) The non-standard lengths are linked with new tuples to the
two possible values of the jib stiffness (“low” and “strong”)
and the corresponding previous non-standard jib sub-system
solution is noted “Ji_So_NS_AV” (see lines n$3 and n$4 of the
constraint cc1 in Fig. 5).
The term “Ji_So_NS_AV” is used to enable the bidders to know
that this sub-system solution is Non-Standard (NS) and results
from a non-standard Acceptable Value in one of the properties
(AV). Referring to case 2 mentioned in sub-Section 2.4, by using
this modiﬁcation a crane with a 6-m jib with a low stiffness can
now be conﬁgured.
Case 3: Non-standard property
Model extension.
In order to deﬁne speciﬁc sub-system solutions which require a
speciﬁc description, some non-standard properties can be added to
the sub-system conﬁguration model. The addition of a non-
standard property corresponds to “non-standard acceptable”
requirements. In terms of sub-system solution deductions, a
non-standard property can only be compatible with a non-
standard sub-system solution.
Therefore, the constraint-model extensions, relevant to each
non-standard property, consist in adding six elements:
(i) one variable to capture the non-standard property name,
(ii) one variable to capture the non-standard property value,
Fig. 4. Non-standard combination of standard property values.
(iii) one variable to capture the requirement relevant to the
existence (existence ﬂag) of the two previous variables
relevant to non-standard property description,
(iv) one activity constraint that activates the two previous
variables,
(v) one non-standard sub-system solution associated with this
non-standard property,
(vi) one compatibility constraint linking the existence ﬂag and the
sub-system solution.
Crane example.
The conﬁguration model presented in Fig. 6 below depicts an
example of the addition of a non-standard property. This
conﬁguration model is derived from the generic CTO jib
conﬁguration model presented in Fig. 1. It shows how a non-
standard property can be added to the model to meet a speciﬁc
customer requirement. In order to do so:
(i) one variable, noted NS_prop_name, is added with a symbolic
domain allowing the capture of any kind of character string,
(ii) one variable, noted NS_prop_value, is added with a symbolic
domain allowing the capture of any kind of character string,
(iii) one variable, noted NS_prop_exist, is added with a Boolean
domain “yes” or “no” allowing the capture of the existence
requirement of the non-standard property,
(iv) one activity constraint ac1, {NS_prop_ex-
ist = “yes”} = >activation of {NS_prop_name, NS_prop_value}
(v) the non-standard sub-system solution, “Ji_So_NS_AP”, is
added in the domain of the sub-system group Jib, variable
Jib_Sol
(vi) one compatibility constraint cc2, that associates the existence
ﬂag and sub-system solution (NS_prop_exist, Jib_Sol) and
shows that the positive ﬂag can only be associated with the
non-standard sub-system “Ji_So_NS_AP”.
The term “Ji_So_NS_AP” is used so that the bidders will know
that this sub-system solution is Non-Standard (NS) and results
from a non-standard Acceptable Property
(AP). Referring to case 3 mentioned in Section 2.4, this
modiﬁcation allows a crane with a 4-m jib with a low stiffness
and a “U_shape” to now be conﬁgured: (1) Jib_Length = “4”, (2)
Jib_Stiffness = “low”, (3) NS_prop_exist = “yes”, (4) NS_prop_-
name, = “jib shape”, (5) NS_prop_value, “U shape”, (6) Jib_-
Sol = “Ji_So_NS_AP”.
Fig. 5. Non-standard property values.
Fig. 6. Non-standard property.
Combining non-standard ETO cases at sub-system level
The three previous cases can be associated. This allows non-
standard sub-systems to be deﬁned and conﬁgured, which can
potentially assemble a standard CTO offer with non-standard: case
1 or case 2 or case 3 or cases 1 and 3, or cases 2 and 3. Two
combinations are missing non-standard case 1 and 2 and non-
standard cases 1, 2 and 3, because as soon as there is a non-
standard property value (case 2), this requires a non-standard
combination of property values (case 1). Sub-system solutions
relevant to cases 1 and 3 are noted with “NS_AC_AP” while those
relevant to cases 2 and 3 are noted with “NS_AV_AP”. It is very
important for the bidders to easily understand why the sub-system
is non-standard. Indeed, by knowing the root causes, the bidders
can better estimate the time needed to design such a new sub-
system and assess the cost indicators.
Crane example.
The conﬁguration model presented in Fig. 7 below shows these
ﬁve possibilities for non-standard jib sub-system solutions. The
initial standard solution Ji_So_1 and Ji_So_2 are merged with ﬁve
non-standard Jib solutions that are:
(i) Ji_So_NS_AC” for case 1
(ii) “Ji_So_ NS_AV” for case 2
(iii) “Ji_So_ NS_AP” for case 3
(iv) “Ji_So_ NS_AC_AP” for cases 1 and 3
(v) “Ji_So_ NS_AV_AP” for cases 2 and 3
All modeling extensions of Figs. 4–6 are merged in Fig. 7. The
conﬁguration process can start either by selecting the standard
values for the standard property or by selecting non-standard ones.
3.2.2. Standard and non-standard sub-systems leading to non-
standard technical systems
Case 4: Non-standard integration of standard sub-system
solutions.
Model extension.
This case is very similar to case 1, dealing with non-standard
combinations of property values. In order to allow the integration
of standard sub-systems which were not permitted by the
standard offer, we need to broaden the model by linking non-
standard integrations of standard sub-system solutions to the
technical system. The addition of a non-standard integration
corresponds to a “non-standard acceptable” requirement. In terms
of technical system deductions, these non-standard sub-system
integrations are only compatible with a non-standard technical
solution.
Therefore, the constraint-model extensions consist in adding
two elements:
(i) a non-standard technical system solution value in the domain
of the technical system variable,
(ii) as many non-standard constraint tuples as needed to link the
non-standard integrations of standard sub-systems to the new
non-standard technical system solution.
Crane example.
The conﬁguration model presented in Fig. 8 below depicts an
example of the addition of one non-standard acceptable integra-
tion of two standard sub-system solutions. This conﬁguration
model is derived from the generic CTO crane conﬁguration model
presented in Fig. 2. In this case, the non-standard acceptable
technical requirement “We need to integrate To_So_2 with Ji_So_1”
needs to be taken into account. In order to do so:
(i) a non-standard crane system solution noted “Cr_So_NS_AI” is
added to the domain of the variable Crane_Sol.
(ii) this new value is linked to the non-standard acceptable
integration thanks to the addition of the non-standard
constraint tuple (To_So_2, Ji_So_1) of the constraint cs1
(To_Sol, Jib_Sol, Crane_Sol), as shown in line n$3 of Fig. 8.
The term “Cr_So_NS_AI” is used to enable the bidders to know
that this technical solution is Non-Standard (NS) and results from a
non-standard Acceptable Integration of standard sub-systems
solutions (AI). Referring to case 4 mentioned in Section 2.4, this
modiﬁcation means that a crane composed of the sub-systems
To_So_2 and Ji_So_1 can now be conﬁgured.
Case 5: Non-standard integration of standard and non-
standard sub-system solutions.
Model extension.
This case is very similar to case 4, the only difference being that
now a non-standard sub-system solution (resulting of cases 1, 2
and/or 3) can also be integrated to provide a non-standard
technical system solution. In terms of technical system deduction,
Fig. 7. Combination of the non-standard ETO cases at sub-system level.
as in case 4, these non-standard integrations of standard and non-
standard sub-systems are only compatible with a non-standard
technical solution.
Therefore, the constraint-model extensions consist in adding
two elements:
(i) a non-standard technical system solution value in the domain
of the technical system variable,
(ii) as many non-standard constraint tuples as needed to link the
non-standard integrations of standard and non-standard sub-
systems to the new non-standard technical system solution.
Crane example.
The conﬁguration model presented in Fig. 9 below depicts an
example of the addition of one non-standard acceptable integration
of a standard with a non-standard sub-system. This conﬁguration
model is derived from the generic CTO crane conﬁguration model
presented in Fig. 2. In this case, the non-standard acceptable
technical requirement “We need to integrate To_So_2 with a 4 m
strong stiffness jib” needs to be taken into account. In order to do so:
(i) a non-standard crane system solution noted “Cr_So_NS_NI” is
added to the domain of the variable Crane_Sol.
(ii) this new value is linked to the non-standard acceptable
integration by means of the addition of the non-standard
constraint tuple (To_So_2, Ji_So_NS_AC) of the constraint cs1
(To_Sol, Jib_Sol, Crane_Sol) as shown in lines n$4 and 5 of Fig. 9.
The term “Cr_So_NS_NI” is used to enable the bidders to know
that this technical solution is Non-Standard (NS) and results from a
Non-standard acceptable Integration of standard and non-
standard sub-systems solutions (NI). Referring to case 5 mentioned
in Section 2.4, this modiﬁcation means that a crane with a standard
sub-system solution To_So_2 and non-standard sub-system
solution Ji_So_NS_AC can now be conﬁgured.
Case 6: Non-standard sub-system.
Model extension.
This case is very similar to case 3, which describes adding a non-
standard property. In order to deﬁne speciﬁc system solutions that
require a speciﬁc new function, some non-standard sub-systems
can be added to the system conﬁguration model. The addition of a
non-standard sub-system corresponds to “non-standard accept-
able” requirements. In terms of system-solution deductions, as in
cases 4 and 5, a non-standard system can only be compatible with a
non-standard technical solution.
Therefore, the constraint-model extensions relevant to each
non-standard sub-system consist in adding six elements:
(i) one variable to capture the non-standard sub-system name,
(ii) one variable to capture the non-standard sub-system descrip-
tion,
(iii) one variable to capture the requirement relevant to the
existence (existence ﬂag) of the two previous variables
relevant to non-standard system description,
(iv) one activity constraint that activates the two previous
variables,
(v) one non-standard system solution associated with this non-
standard sub-system,
(vi) one compatibility constraint linking the existence ﬂag and the
system solution.
Crane example.
Fig. 8. Non-standard integration of standard sub-system solutions.
Fig. 9. Non-standard integration of standard and non-standard sub-system solutions.
The conﬁguration model presented in Fig. 10 below depicts an
example of the addition of a non-standard sub-system. This
conﬁguration model is derived from the generic CTO crane
conﬁguration model presented in Fig. 2. Is shows how one non-
standard sub-system can be added to the model to meet a speciﬁc
customer requirement. In order to do so:
(i) one variable, noted NS_subs_name, is added with a symbolic
domain allowing the capture of any kind of character string
capturing the type of the sub-system,
(ii) one variable, noted NS_ subs_desc, is added with a symbolic
domain allowing the capture of any kind of character string
capturing the description of the sub-system,
(iii) one variable, noted NS_subs_exist, is added with a Boolean
domain “yes” or “no” allowing capture of the existence
requirement of the non-standard sub-system,
(iv) one activity constraint as2, {NS_subs_exist = “yes”} = > activa-
tion of {NS_ subs _name, NS_ subs_desc}
(v) the non-standard system solution, “Cr_So_NS_AS”, is added in
the domain of the crane system, variable Crane_Sol
(vi) one compatibility constraint cs2, which associates the
existence ﬂag and system solution (NS_subs_exist, Crane_sol)
and shows that the positive ﬂag can only be associated with
the non-standard sub-system “Cr_So_NS_AS”.
The term “Cr_So_NS_AS” is used to enable the bidders to know
that this system solution is Non-Standard (NS) and results from a
non-standard Acceptable Sub-system (AS). Referring to case 6
mentioned in Section 2.4, this modiﬁcation allows a crane
with a 4-m jib with a low stiffness and a “rotation stop” additional
sub-system to now be conﬁgured: (1) Jib_Length = “4”, (2)
Jib_Stiffness = “low”, (3) NS_subs_exist = “yes”, (4)
Fig. 10. Non-standard sub-system.
Fig. 11. Combination of the non-standard ETO cases at system level.
NS_subs_name, = “rotation stop”, (5) NS_subs_desc, “Max +/#
120$”, (6) Crane_sol = “Cr_So_NS_AS”.
Combining non-standard ETO cases at system level
As with the sub-system level, the models of the three previous
cases can be associated. The resulting model gathers the
conﬁguration models and potentially allows a standard CTO offer
to be assembled with non-standard: case 4 or case 5 or case 6 or
cases 4 and 6 or cases 5 and 6. Two combinations are also missing
non-standard case 4 and 5 and non-standard cases 4, 5 and 6,
because as soon as there is a non-standard sub-system solution
(case 5), this requires a non-standard integration of sub-system
solutions (case 4). System solutions relevant to cases 4 and 6 are
noted with “NS_AI_AS” while those relevant to case 2 and 3 are
noted with “NS_NI_AS”.
Crane example.
The conﬁguration model presented in Fig.11 below shows these
ﬁve possibilities for non-standard crane system solutions. The
initial standard solution Cr_So_1 and Cr_So_2 are merged with ﬁve
non-standard crane solutions, which are:
- “Cr_So_NS_AI” for case 4
- “Cr_So_NS_NI” for case 5
- “Cr_So_NS_AS” for case 6
- “Cr_So_NS_AI_AS” for cases 4 and 6
- “Cr_So_NS_NI_AS” for cases 5 and 6
All modeling extensions of Figs. 8–10 are merged in Fig. 11.
4. Conclusion
Answering a call for tender has become a real challenge today,
with bidders and companies having to cope ﬁrst with a very tight
time period between the date of the call and the closing date for the
application, and secondly, with ever more speciﬁc customer
requirements, which are not completely within their capabilities
and need some engineering work. Therefore, companies that
nowadays run Conﬁguration-to-Order (CTO) software must deal
more and more frequently with out-of-range requirements that
lead to non-standard solutions. This pushes them towards
Engineer-to-Order (ETO) situations. In this article, we focus on
the technical part (bill of materials of systems grouping sub-
systems) of the bid solution. As a consequence, we propose a
generic knowledge model supporting the elaboration of technical
solutions to a bid for both CTO and ETO situations. In order to do so,
we have based our proposals on the framework most commonly
used by the CTO conﬁguration community, which is the Constraint
Satisfaction Problem or CSP framework, and we have extended it
from CTO to ETO situations.
We started by recalling conﬁguration problems and constraint
approaches and then introduced a very simple crane system to
illustrate a conﬁguration problem. This very simple example is
used throughout the article to highlight the needs of ETO while
bidding, as well as the advantages and the implementation of our
proposals.
Secondly, six cases that bridge the gap between CTO and ETO
situations have been identiﬁed. Each of them results from a speciﬁc
customer requirement which cannot be directly fulﬁlled by the
company’s standard catalog and CTO modeling. Therefore, some
engineering work is needed and this leads to a non-standard
technical solution. In order to reach this solution, companies ﬁrst
have to identify which speciﬁc non-standard requirements are
acceptable and which are not. It is only after this step that the
knowledge-based model can be enriched with non-standard but
acceptable speciﬁcities. Consequently, we have extended the
conﬁguration deﬁnition to an ETO situation by adding the notions
of “standard” and “non-standard”: (i) combination of property
values, (ii) property values, (iii) property, (iv) integration of sub-
system solutions, (v) integration of standard and non-standard
sub-system solutions, and (vi) sub-systems. These notions and
relevant cases have been situated on a global ETO schema (see
Fig. 3) that shows the diversity of all the possible non-standard
conﬁguration ﬂows. They have been summarized and grouped as
follows:
! Standard and non-standard properties leading to non-standard
sub-system solutions:
Case 1: Non-standard combinations of standard property values
(AC)
Case 2: Non-standard property values (AV)
Case 3: Non-standard property (AP).
! Standard and non-standard sub-systems leading to non-stan-
dard technical system solutions:
Case 4:Non-standard integration of standard sub-system sol-
utions (AI)
Case 5: Non-standard integration of standard and non-standard
sub-system solutions (NI)
Case 6: Non-standard sub-system (AS).
For each of these cases, we have shown how the CTO
knowledge-based model can be extended or updated with all
non-standard speciﬁcities. Each extension has been illustrated
using the crane example. Furthermore, it has been shown that
different modeling extensions could be cumulated in order to take
into account different non-standard but acceptable requirements
present in the same industrial situation. For each root cause
leading to an ETO conﬁguration, we have paid attention to making
sure that bidders are aware of the reasons for the ETO
conﬁguration by using speciﬁc notation proposals in the non-
standard solution: (i) AC for acceptable combination, (ii) AV for
acceptable value, (iii) AP for acceptable property, (iv) AI for
acceptable integration of standard sub-system solutions, (v) NI for
acceptable integration of standard and non-standard sub-system
solutions (vi) AS for acceptable sub-system.
All these proposals tend to show that, in terms of modeling and
in terms of constraint ﬁltering, it appears highly feasible to extend
the use of constraint-based conﬁguration software from Conﬁg-
ure-to-Order toward Engineer-to-Order. As stated in Section 2, we
did not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant previous work that attempted to
combine CTO and ETO knowledge modeling issues. We hope that
this ﬁrst proposal will stimulate work in the scientiﬁc conﬁgura-
tion community. As regards conﬁguration software providers, we
have seen some conﬁguration-aiding software that proposes a kind
of “escape gate” for addressing some ETO issues, which would
allow a conventional CTO standard conﬁguration process, coupled
with some kind of open design for non-standard requirement
processing. We hope that our proposals will contribute to a better
understanding of this kind of “escape gate” and therefore provide a
better structure to CTO-ETO conﬁguration systems. The genericity
of our proposals allows them to be applied in the bidding process
as well as in other design activities. To conclude on the practical
beneﬁts of our proposals, we are convinced that they can genuinely
improve practitioners’ bidding methods: (i) by allowing them to
deﬁne more bids while reducing the time, effort and resources
allocated, and (ii) by giving them controlled freedom compared to a
catalog of standard solutions.
In our future research, we now need to extend our proposals to
the delivery process by identifying and drawing the links between
non-standard systems and their delivery processes. We also have
to test the applicability and scalability of our proposals using larger
real cases. Particularly with complex systems, it is not always easy
to identify which new features will be required and to know how to
evaluate their feasibility a priori. On a more conceptual side, we
also think that the six cases presented here can be considered as a
good basis for proposing a more formal deﬁnition of the heaviness/
lightness level that characterizes Engineer-to-Order situations.
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